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Updated and revised to reflect the most current data in the field, perennial bestseller The
Essentials of Computer Organization and Architecture, Fourth Edition is comprehensive
enough to address all necessary organization and architecture topics, but concise enough to
be appropriate for a single-term course. Its focus on real-world examples and practical
applications encourages students to develop a "big-picture" understanding of how essential
organization and architecture concepts are applied in the computing world. In addition to direct
correlation with the ACM/IEEE CS2013 guidelines for computer organization and architecture,
the text exposes readers to the inner workings of a modern digital computer through an
integrated presentation of fundamental concepts and principles.The fully revised and updated
Fourth Edition includes the most up-to-the-minute data and resources available and reflects
current technologies, including tablets and cloud computing. All-new exercises, expanded
discussions, and feature boxes in every chapter implement even more real-world applications
and current data, and many chapters include all-new examples. A full suite of student and
instructor resources, including a secure companion website, Lecture Outlines in PowerPoint
Format, and an Instructor Manual, complement the text. This award-winning, best-selling text is
the most thorough, student-friendly, and accessible text on the market today.Key Features:*
The Fourth Edition is in direct correlation with the ACM/IEEE CS2013 guidelines for computer
organization and architecture, in addition to integrating material from additional knowledge
units. * All-new material on a variety of topics, including zetabytes and yottabytes, automatons,
tablet computers, graphic processing units, and cloud computing* The MARIE Simulator
package allows students to learn the essential concepts of computer organization and
architecture, including assembly language, without getting caught up in unnecessary and
confusing details.* Full suite of ancillary materials, including a secure companion website,
PowerPoint lecture outlines, and an Instructor Manual* Bundled with an optional Intel
supplement* Ideally suited for single-term courses
The book is a collection of high-quality peer-reviewed research papers presented in the first
International Conference on International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Evolutionary
Computations in Engineering Systems (ICAIECES -2015) held at Velammal Engineering
College (VEC), Chennai, India during 22 – 23 April 2015. The book discusses wide variety of
industrial, engineering and scientific applications of the emerging techniques. Researchers
from academic and industry present their original work and exchange ideas, information,
techniques and applications in the field of Communication, Computing and Power
Technologies.
Fundamentals of Digital Logic and Microcomputer Design, haslong been hailed for its clear and
simple presentation of theprinciples and basic tools required to design typical digitalsystems
such as microcomputers. In this Fifth Edition, the authorfocuses on computer design at three
levels: the device level, thelogic level, and the system level. Basic topics are covered, suchas
number systems and Boolean algebra, combinational and sequentiallogic design, as well as
more advanced subjects such as assemblylanguage programming and microprocessor-based
system design.Numerous examples are provided throughout the text. Coverage includes:
Digital circuits at the gate and flip-flop levels Analysis and design of combinational and
sequentialcircuits Microcomputer organization, architecture, and programmingconcepts Design
of computer instruction sets, CPU, memory, and I/O System design features associated with
popular microprocessorsfrom Intel and Motorola Future plans in microprocessor development
An instructor's manual, available upon request Additionally, the accompanying CD-ROM,
contains step-by-stepprocedures for installing and using Altera Quartus II software,MASM 6.11
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(8086), and 68asmsim (68000), provides valuablesimulation results via screen shots.
Fundamentals of Digital Logic and Microcomputer Design is anessential reference that will
provide you with the fundamentaltools you need to design typical digital systems.
Providing the underlying principles of digital communication and the design techniques of realworld systems, this textbook prepares senior undergraduate and graduate students for the
engineering practices required in industry. Covering the core concepts, including modulation,
demodulation, equalization, and channel coding, it provides step-by-step mathematical
derivations to aid understanding of background material. In addition to describing the basic
theory, the principles of system and subsystem design are introduced, enabling students to
visualize the intricate connections between subsystems and understand how each aspect of
the design supports the overall goal of achieving reliable communications. Throughout the
book, theories are linked to practical applications with over 250 real-world examples, whilst 370
varied homework problems in three levels of difficulty enhance and extend the text material.
With this textbook, students can understand how digital communication systems operate in the
real world, learn how to design subsystems, and evaluate end-to-end performance with ease
and confidence.
Over 7,300 total pages ... Just a sample of the contents: Title : Multifunctional Nanotechnology
Research Descriptive Note : Technical Report,01 Jan 2015,31 Jan 2016 Title : Preparation of
Solvent-Dispersible Graphene and its Application to Nanocomposites Descriptive Note :
Technical Report Title : Improvements To Micro Contact Performance And Reliability
Descriptive Note : Technical Report Title : Delivery of Nanotethered Therapies to Brain
Metastases of Primary Breast Cancer Using a Cellular Trojan Horse Descriptive Note :
Technical Report,15 Sep 2013,14 Sep 2016 Title : Nanotechnology-Based Detection of Novel
microRNAs for Early Diagnosis of Prostate Cancer Descriptive Note : Technical Report,15 Jul
2016,14 Jul 2017 Title : A Federal Vision for Future Computing: A Nanotechnology-Inspired
Grand Challenge Descriptive Note : Technical Report Title : Quantifying Nanoparticle Release
from Nanotechnology: Scientific Operating Procedure Series: SOP C 3 Descriptive Note :
Technical Report Title : Synthesis, Characterization And Modeling Of Functionally Graded
Multifunctional Hybrid Composites For Extreme Environments Descriptive Note : Technical
Report,15 Sep 2009,14 Mar 2015 Title : Equilibrium Structures and Absorption Spectra for
SixOy Molecular Clusters using Density Functional Theory Descriptive Note : Technical Report
Title : Nanotechnology for the Solid Waste Reduction of Military Food Packaging Descriptive
Note : Technical Report,01 Apr 2008,01 Jan 2015 Title : Magneto-Electric Conversion of
Optical Energy to Electricity Descriptive Note : Final performance rept. 1 Apr 2012-31 Mar
2015 Title : Surface Area Analysis Using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) Method: Standard
Operating Procedure Series: SOP-C Descriptive Note : Technical Report,30 Sep 2015,30 Sep
2016 Title : Stabilizing Protein Effects on the Pressure Sensitivity of Fluorescent Gold
Nanoclusters Descriptive Note : Technical Report Title : Theory-Guided Innovation of
Noncarbon Two-Dimensional Nanomaterials Descriptive Note : Technical Report,14 Feb
2012,14 Feb 2016 Title : Deterring Emergent Technologies Descriptive Note : Journal Article
Title : The Human Domain and the Future of Army Warfare: Present as Prelude to 2050
Descriptive Note : Technical Report Title : Drone Swarms Descriptive Note : Technical
Report,06 Jul 2016,25 May 2017 Title : OFFSETTING TOMORROW'S ADVERSARY IN A
CONTESTED ENVIRONMENT: DEFENDING EXPEDITIONARY ADVANCE BASES IN 2025
AND BEYOND Descriptive Note : Technical Report Title : A Self Sustaining Solar-Bio-Nano
Based Wastewater Treatment System for Forward Operating Bases Descriptive Note :
Technical Report,01 Feb 2012,31 Aug 2017 Title : Radiation Hard and Self Healing Substrate
Agnostic Nanocrystalline ZnO Thin Film Electronics Descriptive Note : Technical Report,26
Sep 2011,25 Sep 2015 Title : Modeling and Experiments with Carbon Nanotubes for
Applications in High Performance Circuits Descriptive Note : Technical Report Title : Radiation
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Hard and Self Healing Substrate Agnostic Nanocrystalline ZnO Thin Film Electronics (Per5 E)
Descriptive Note : Technical Report,01 Oct 2011,28 Jun 2017 Title : High Thermal Conductivity
Carbon Nanomaterials for Improved Thermal Management in Armament Composites
Descriptive Note : Technical Report Title : Emerging Science and Technology Trends:
2017-2047 Descriptive Note : Technical Report Title : Catalysts for Lightweight Solar Fuels
Generation Descriptive Note : Technical Report,01 Feb 2013,31 Jan 2017 Title : Integrated
Real-Time Control and Imaging System for Microbiorobotics and Nanobiostructures
Descriptive Note : Technical Report,01 Aug 2013,31 Jul 2014
Before putting digital systems for information technology or telecommunication applications on
the market, an essential requirement is to perform tests in order to comply with the limits of
radiated emission imposed by the standards. This book provides an investigation into signal
integrity (SI) and electromagnetic interference (EMI) problems. Topics such as reflections,
crosstalk, switching noise and radiated emission (RE) in high-speed digital systems are
covered, which are essential for IT and telecoms applications. The highly important topic of
modelling is covered which can reduce costs by enabling simulation data to demonstrate that a
product meets design specifications and regulatory limits. According to the new European
EMC directive, this can help to avoid the expensive use of large semi-anechoic chambers or
open area test sites for radiated emission assessments. Following a short introduction to
signalling and radiated interference in digital systems, the book provides a detailed
characterization of logic families in terms of static and dynamic characteristic useful for
modelling techniques. Crosstalk in multi-coupled line structures are investigated by analytical,
graphical and circuit-based methods, and techniques to mitigate these phenomena are
provided. Grounding, filtering and shielding with multilayer PCBs are also examined and
design rules given. Written by authors with extensive experience in industry and academia.
Explains basic conceptual problems from a theoretical and practical point of view by using
numerous measurements and simulations. Presents models for mathematical and SPICE-like
circuit simulators. Provides examples of using full-wave codes for SI and RE investigations.
Companion website containing lists of codes and sample material. Signal Integrity and
Radiated Emission of High-Speed Digital Systems is a valuable resource to industrial
designers of information technology, telecommunication equipment and automation equipment
as well as to development engineers. It will also be of interest to managers and designers of
consumer electronics, and researchers in electronics.
Graduate Aptitude Test in Engineering (GATE) is one of the recognized national level
examinations that demands focussed study along with forethought, systematic planning and
exactitude. Postgraduate Engineering Common Entrance Test (PGECET) is also one of those
examinations, a student has to face to get admission in various postgraduate programs. So, in
order to become up to snuff for this eligibility clause (qualifying GATE/PGECET), a student
facing a very high competition should excel his/her standards to success by way of preparing
from the standard books. This book guides students via simple, elegant and explicit
presentation that blends theory logically and rigorously with the practical aspects bearing on
computer science and information technology. The book not only keeps abreast of all the
chapterwise information generally asked in the examinations but also proffers felicitous tips in
the furtherance of problem-solving technique. HIGHLIGHTS OF THE BOOK • Systematic
discussion of concepts endowed with ample illustrations • Notes are incorporated at several
places giving additional information on the key concepts • Inclusion of solved practice
exercises for verbal and numerical aptitude to guide students from practice and examination
point of view • Prodigious objective-type questions based on the past years’ GATE
examination questions with answer keys and in-depth explanation are available at
https://www.phindia.com/GATE_AND_PGECET • Every solution lasts with a reference, thus
providing a scope for further study The book, which will prove to be an epitome of learning the
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concepts of CS and IT for GATE/PGECET examination, is purely intended for the aspirants of
GATE and PGECET examinations. It should also be of considerable utility and worth to the
aspirants of UGC-NET as well as to those who wish to pursue career in public sector units like
ONGC, NTPC, ISRO, BHEL, BARC, DRDO, DVC, Power-grid, IOCL and many more. In
addition, the book is also of immense use for the placement coordinators of GATE/PGECET.
TARGET AUDIENCE • GATE/PGECET Examination • UGC-NET Examination • Examinations
conducted by PSUs like ONGC, NTPC, ISRO, BHEL, BARC, DRDO, DVC, Power-grid, IOCL
and many more
CD-ROM contains: evalutaiton versions of Synapticad's WaveFormer Pro -- TestBencher Pro
-- Verilogger Pro -- DataSheet Pro -- TimeDiagrammer Pro -- author-supplied HDL example
files.
Digital Design and Computer Architecture Second Edition David Money Harris and Sarah L.
Harris "Harris and Harris have taken the popular pedagogy from Computer Organization and
Design down to the next level of refinement, showing in detail how to build a MIPS
microprocessor in both Verilog and VHDL. Given the exciting opportunity that students have to
run large digital designs on modern FGPAs, the approach the authors take in this book is both
informative and enlightening." -David A. Patterson, University of California at Berkeley, Coauthor of Computer Organization and Design Digital Design and Computer Architecture takes
a unique and modern approach to digital design. Beginning with digital logic gates and
progressing to the design of combinational and sequential circuits, Harris and Harris use these
fundamental building blocks as the basis for what follows: the design of an actual MIPS
processor. SystemVerilog and VHDL are integrated throughout the text in examples illustrating
the methods and techniques for CAD-based circuit design. By the end of this book, readers will
be able to build their own microprocessor and will have a top-to-bottom understanding of how it
works. Harris and Harris have combined an engaging and humorous writing style with an
updated and hands-on approach to digital design. This second edition has been updated with
new content on I/O systems in the context of general purpose processors found in a PC as well
as microcontrollers found almost everywhere. The new edition provides practical examples of
how to interface with peripherals using RS232, SPI, motor control, interrupts, wireless, and
analog-to-digital conversion. High-level descriptions of I/O interfaces found in PCs include
USB, SDRAM, WiFi, PCI Express, and others. In addition to expanded and updated material
throughout, SystemVerilog is now featured in the programming and code examples (replacing
Verilog), alongside VHDL. This new edition also provides additional exercises and a new
appendix on C programming to strengthen the connection between programming and
processor architecture. SECOND Edition Features Covers the fundamentals of digital logic
design and reinforces logic concepts through the design of a MIPS microprocessor. Features
side-by-side examples of the two most prominent Hardware Description Languages
(HDLs)-SystemVerilog and VHDL-which illustrate and compare the ways each can be used in
the design of digital systems. Includes examples throughout the text that enhance the reader's
understanding and retention of key concepts and techniques. Companion Web site includes
links to CAD tools for FPGA design from Altera and Mentor Graphics, lecture slides, laboratory
projects, and solutions to exercises. David Money Harris Professor of Engineering, Harvey
Mudd College Sarah L. Harris Associate Professor of Engineering, Harvey Mudd College
Updated based on instructor feedback with more exercises and new examples of parallel and
advanced architectures, practical I/O applications, embedded systems, and heterogeneous
computing Presents digital system design examples in both VHDL and SystemVerilog
(updated for the second edition from Verilog), shown side-by-side to compare and contrast
their strengths Includes a new chapter on C programming to provide necessary prerequisites
and strengthen the connection between programming and processor architecture Companion
Web site includes links to Xilinx CAD tools for FPGA design, lecture slides, laboratory projects,
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and solutions to exercises. Instructors can also register at textbooks.elsevier.com for access
to: Solutions to all exercises (PDF) Lab materials with solutions HDL for textbook examples
and ex
?????????????????
Updated with modern coverage, a streamlined presentation, and excellent companion
software, this seventh edition of FUNDAMENTALS OF LOGIC DESIGN achieves yet again an
unmatched balance between theory and application. Authors Charles H. Roth, Jr. and Larry L.
Kinney carefully present the theory that is necessary for understanding the fundamental
concepts of logic design while not overwhelming students with the mathematics of switching
theory. Divided into 20 easy-to-grasp study units, the book covers such fundamental concepts
as Boolean algebra, logic gates design, flip-flops, and state machines. By combining flip-flops
with networks of logic gates, students will learn to design counters, adders, sequence
detectors, and simple digital systems. After covering the basics, this text presents modern
design techniques using programmable logic devices and the VHDL hardware description
language. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
???CMOS?????????????,???20????????????,???????????EDA??????????????????????????
????,??????,????,????,?????
Enhance learners' interest and understanding with visual design for instructional and
information products No matter what medium you use to deliver content, if the visual design
fails, the experience falls flat. Meaningful graphics and a compelling visual design supercharge
instruction, training, and presentations, but this isn't easy to accomplish. Now you can conquer
your design fears and knowledge gaps with Visual Design Solutions: a resource for learning
professionals seeking to raise the bar on their graphics and visual design skills. This informal
and friendly book guides you through the process and principles used by professional graphic
designers. It also presents creative solutions and examples that you can start using right away.
Anyone who envisions, designs, or creates instructional or informational graphics will benefit
from the design strategies laid out in this comprehensive resource. Written by Connie
Malamed, an art educator and instructional designer, this book will help you tap into your
creativity, design with intention, and produce polished work. Whereas most graphic design
books focus on logos, packaging, and brochures, Visual Design Solutions focuses on
eLearning, presentations, and performance support. Visual Design Solutions includes practical
guidelines for making smart design choices, ways to create professional-looking products, and
principles for successful graphics that facilitate learning. Ideal for instructional designers,
trainers, presenters, and professors who want to advance from haphazard to intentional
design, this book will help them realize their design potential. Gain the knowledge and
confidence to design impressive, effective visuals for learning Increase learner comprehension
and retention with visual strategies offered by an expert author Serves as a reference and a
resource, with a wealth of examples for inspiration and ideas Addresses an intimidating topic in
an informal, friendly style In four parts, the book provides a thorough overview of the design
process and design concepts; explores space, image, and typography; and presents workable
solutions for your most persistent and puzzling design problems. Get started and begin
creating captivating graphics for your learners.
????ARM???????MIPS???????????????????????,??????????????.???????????????????????
????????,??????????????,???ARM????????????????.
Digital Design and Computer Organization introduces digital design as it applies to the creation
of computer systems. It summarizes the tools of logic design and their mathematical basis,
along with in depth coverage of combinational and sequential circuits. The book includes an
accompanying CD that includes the majority of circuits highlig
Master the principles of logic design with the exceptional balance of theory and application
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found in Roth/Kinney/John's FUNDAMENTALS OF LOGIC DESIGN, ENHANCED, 7th Edition.
This edition introduces you to today's latest advances. The authors have carefully developed a
clear presentation that introduces the fundamental concepts of logic design without
overwhelming you with the mathematics of switching theory. Twenty engaging, easy-to-follow
study units present basic concepts, such as Boolean algebra, logic gate design, flip-flops and
state machines. You learn to design counters, adders, sequence detectors and simple digital
systems. After mastering the basics, you progress to modern design techniques using
programmable logic devices as well as VHDL hardware description language. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
In response to tremendous growth and new technologies in the semiconductor industry, this
volume is organized into five, information-rich sections. Digital Design and Fabrication surveys
the latest advances in computer architecture and design as well as the technologies used to
manufacture and test them. Featuring contributions from leading experts, the book also
includes a new section on memory and storage in addition to a new chapter on nonvolatile
memory technologies. Developing advanced concepts, this sharply focused book— Describes
new technologies that have become driving factors for the electronic industry Includes new
information on semiconductor memory circuits, whose development best illustrates the
phenomenal progress encountered by the fabrication and technology sector Contains a section
dedicated to issues related to system power consumption Describes reliability and testability of
computer systems Pinpoints trends and state-of-the-art advances in fabrication and CMOS
technologies Describes performance evaluation measures, which are the bottom line from the
user’s point of view Discusses design techniques used to create modern computer systems,
including high-speed computer arithmetic and high-frequency design, timing and clocking, and
PLL and DLL design
Digital Electronics and Design with VHDL offers a friendly presentation of the fundamental
principles and practices of modern digital design. Unlike any other book in this field, transistorlevel implementations are also included, which allow the readers to gain a solid understanding
of a circuit's real potential and limitations, and to develop a realistic perspective on the practical
design of actual integrated circuits. Coverage includes the largest selection available of digital
circuits in all categories (combinational, sequential, logical, or arithmetic); and detailed digital
design techniques, with a thorough discussion on state-machine modeling for the analysis and
design of complex sequential systems. Key technologies used in modern circuits are also
described, including Bipolar, MOS, ROM/RAM, and CPLD/FPGA chips, as well as codes and
techniques used in data storage and transmission. Designs are illustrated by means of
complete, realistic applications using VHDL, where the complete code, comments, and
simulation results are included. This text is ideal for courses in Digital Design, Digital Logic,
Digital Electronics, VLSI, and VHDL; and industry practitioners in digital electronics.
Comprehensive coverage of fundamental digital concepts and principles, as well as complete,
realistic, industry-standard designs Many circuits shown with internal details at the transistorlevel, as in real integrated circuits Actual technologies used in state-of-the-art digital circuits
presented in conjunction with fundamental concepts and principles Six chapters dedicated to
VHDL-based techniques, with all VHDL-based designs synthesized onto CPLD/FPGA chips
The Architecture of Computer Hardware, Systems Software and Networking is designed help
students majoring in information technology (IT) and information systems (IS) understand the
structure and operation of computers and computer-based devices. Requiring only basic
computer skills, this accessible textbook introduces the basic principles of system architecture
and explores current technological practices and trends using clear, easy-to-understand
language. Throughout the text, numerous relatable examples, subject-specific illustrations, and
in-depth case studies reinforce key learning points and show students how important concepts
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are applied in the real world. This fully-updated sixth edition features a wealth of new and
revised content that reflects today’s technological landscape. Organized into five parts, the
book first explains the role of the computer in information systems and provides an overview of
its components. Subsequent sections discuss the representation of data in the computer,
hardware architecture and operational concepts, the basics of computer networking, system
software and operating systems, and various interconnected systems and components.
Students are introduced to the material using ideas already familiar to them, allowing them to
gradually build upon what they have learned without being overwhelmed and develop a deeper
knowledge of computer architecture.
Explores the unique hardware programmability of FPGA-based embedded systems, using a
learn-by-doing approach to introduce the concepts and techniques for embedded SoPC design
with Verilog An SoPC (system on a programmable chip) integrates a processor, memory
modules, I/O peripherals, and custom hardware accelerators into a single FPGA (fieldprogrammable gate array) device. In addition to the customized software, customized
hardware can be developed and incorporated into the embedded system as well—allowing us to
configure the soft-core processor, create tailored I/O interfaces, and develop specialized
hardware accelerators for computation-intensive tasks. Utilizing an Altera FPGA prototyping
board and its Nios II soft-core processor, Embedded SoPC Design with Nios II Processor and
Verilog Examples takes a "learn by doing" approach to illustrate the hardware and software
design and development process by including realistic projects that can be implemented and
tested on the board. Emphasizing hardware design and integration throughout, the book is
divided into four major parts: Part I covers HDL and synthesis of custom hardware Part II
introduces the Nios II processor and provides an overview of embedded software development
Part III demonstrates the design and development of hardware and software of several
complex I/O peripherals, including a PS2 keyboard and mouse, a graphic video controller, an
audio codec, and an SD (secure digital) card Part IV provides several case studies of the
integration of hardware accelerators, including a custom GCD (greatest common divisor)
circuit, a Mandelbrot set fractal circuit, and an audio synthesizer based on DDFS (direct digital
frequency synthesis) methodology While designing and developing an embedded SoPC can
be rewarding, the learning can be a long and winding journey. This book shows the trail ahead
and guides readers through the initial steps to exploit the full potential of this emerging
methodology.
If you design electronics for a living, you need Robust Electronic Design Reference Book.
Written by a working engineer, who has put over 115 electronic products into production at
Sycor, IBM, and Lexmark, Robust Electronic Design Reference covers all the various aspects
of designing and developing electronic devices and systems that: -Work. -Are safe and
reliable. -Can be manufactured, tested, repaired, and serviced. -May be sold and used
worldwide. -Can be adapted or enhanced to meet new and changing requirements.

This highly acclaimed, well established, book now in its fifth edition, is intended for an
introductory course in digital computer design for B.Sc. students of computer science,
B.Tech. students of computer science and engineering, and BCA/MCA students of
computer applications. A knowledge of programming in C or Java would be useful to
give the student a proper perspective to appreciate the development of the subject. The
first part of the book presents the basic tools and developes procedures suitable for the
design of digital circuits and small digital systems. It equips students with a firm
understanding of logic principles before they study the intricacies of logic organization
and architecture of computers in the second part. Besides discussing data
representation, arithmetic operations, Boolean algebra and its application in designing
combinatorial and sequential switching circuits, the book introduces the Algorithmic
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State Machines which are used to develop a hardware description language for the
design of digital systems. The organization of a small hypothetical computer is
described to illustrate how instruction sets are evolved. Real computers (namely,
Pentium and MIPs machines) are described and compared with the hypothetical
computer. After discussing the features of a CPU, I/O devices and I/O organization,
cache and virtual memory, the book concludes with a new chapter on the use of
parallelism to enhance the speed of computers. Besides, the fifth edition has new
material in CMOS gates, MSI/ALU and Pentium5 architecture. The chapter on Cache
and Virtual Memory has been rewritten.
Photography is the primary tool for visually documenting specimens, experimental
findings and laboratory setups in many scientific fields. Photographic illustrations in
these fields must satisfy criteria of clarity, objectivity and adherence to accepted
standards, in addition to a pleasant but not distracting composition and illumination.
This book concentrates on the choice and practical use of digital cameras, lenses and
related equipment of types commonly available at research institutions and museums.
The described techniques are suitable for subject sizes between approximately half a
millimeter and half a meter, and differ from those used in general photography and
microscopy. The intended audience of this book includes professional scientific
photographers, scientists and students who need to carry out photography in support of
their own research or as part-time scientific photographers at a research institution, and
advanced amateur photographers who wish to master these techniques.
The fourth edition of this work provides a readable, tutorial based introduction to the
subject of computer hardware for undergraduate computer scientists and engineers and
includes a companion website to give lecturers additional notes.
The book is divided into four major parts. Part I covers HDL constructs and synthesis of
basic digital circuits. Part II provides an overview of embedded software development
with the emphasis on low–level I/O access and drivers. Part III demonstrates the design
and development of hardware and software for several complex I/O peripherals,
including PS2 keyboard and mouse, a graphic video controller, an audio codec, and an
SD (secure digital) card. Part IV provides three case studies of the integration of
hardware accelerators, including a custom GCD (greatest common divisor) circuit, a
Mandelbrot set fractal circuit, and an audio synthesizer based on DDFS (direct digital
frequency synthesis) methodology. The book utilizes FPGA devices, Nios II soft–core
processor, and development platform from Altera Co., which is one of the two main
FPGA manufactures. Altera has a generous university program that provides free
software and discounted prototyping boards for educational institutions (details at
http://www.altera.com/university ). The two main educational prototyping boards are
known as DE1 ($99) and DE2 ($269). All experiments can be implemented and tested
with these boards. A board combined with this book becomes a “turn–key” solution for
the SoPC design experiments and projects. Most HDL and C codes in the book are
device independent and can be adapted by other prototyping boards as long as a board
has similar I/O configuration.
Featuring a strong emphasis on the fundamentals underlying contemporary logic
design using hardware description languages, synthesis, and verification, this book
focuses on the ever-evolving applications of basic computer design concepts with
strong connections to real-world technology. Treatment of logic design, digital system
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design, and computer design.Ideal for self-study by engineers and computer scientists.
Digital Design and Computer Architecture is designed for courses that combine digital
logic design with computer organization/architecture or that teach these subjects as a
two-course sequence. Digital Design and Computer Architecture begins with a modern
approach by rigorously covering the fundamentals of digital logic design and then
introducing Hardware Description Languages (HDLs). Featuring examples of the two
most widely-used HDLs, VHDL and Verilog, the first half of the text prepares the reader
for what follows in the second: the design of a MIPS Processor. By the end of Digital
Design and Computer Architecture, readers will be able to build their own
microprocessor and will have a top-to-bottom understanding of how it works--even if
they have no formal background in design or architecture beyond an introductory class.
David Harris and Sarah Harris combine an engaging and humorous writing style with an
updated and hands-on approach to digital design. Unique presentation of digital logic
design from the perspective of computer architecture using a real instruction set, MIPS.
Side-by-side examples of the two most prominent Hardware Design Languages--VHDL
and Verilog--illustrate and compare the ways the each can be used in the design of
digital systems. Worked examples conclude each section to enhance the reader's
understanding and retention of the material.
For sophomore courses on digital design in an Electrical Engineering, Computer
Engineering, or Computer Science department. & Digital Design, fourth edition is a
modern update of the classic authoritative text on digital design.& This book teaches
the basic concepts of digital design in a clear, accessible manner. The book presents
the basic tools for the design of digital circuits and provides procedures suitable for a
variety of digital applications.
New, updated and expanded topics in the fourth edition include: EBCDIC, Grey code, practical
applications of flip-flops, linear and shaft encoders, memory elements and FPGAs. The section
on fault-finding has been expanded. A new chapter is dedicated to the interface between digital
components and analog voltages. *A highly accessible, comprehensive and fully up to date
digital systems text *A well known and respected text now revamped for current courses *Part
of the Newnes suite of texts for HND/1st year modules
The book focuses on the integration of intelligent communication systems, control systems,
and devices related to all aspects of engineering and sciences. It contains high-quality
research papers presented at the 2nd international conference, ICICCD 2017, organized by
the Department of Electronics, Instrumentation and Control Engineering of University of
Petroleum and Energy Studies, Dehradun on 15 and 16 April, 2017. The volume broadly
covers recent advances of intelligent communication, intelligent control and intelligent devices.
The work presented in this book is original research work, findings and practical development
experiences of researchers, academicians, scientists and industrial practitioners.
This practical introduction explains exactly how digital circuits are designed, from the basic
circuit to the advanced system. It covers combinational logic circuits, which collect logic
signals, to sequential logic circuits, which embody time and memory to progress through
sequences of states. The primer also highlights digital arithmetic and the integrated circuits
that implement the logic functions.Based on the author's extensive experience in teaching
digital electronics to undergraduates, the book translates theory directly into practice and
presents the essential information in a compact, digestible style. Worked problems and
examples are accompanied by abbreviated solutions, with demonstrations to ensure that the
design material and the circuits' operation are fully understood.This is essential reading for any
electronic or electrical engineering student new to digital electronics and requiring a succinct
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yet comprehensive introduction.
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